Design, synthesis and scheduling issues are considered simultaneously for multipurpose batch plants. Processing recipes are represented by the State-Task Network. The proposed model takes into account the trade-offs between capital costs, revenues and operational flexibility. Both linear and nonlinear examples are studied, resulting in MILP and MINLP problems, respectively. Comparisons with another approach are presented.
Introduction
In multipurpose batch plants, a wide variety of products can be produced via different processing recipes by sharing available pieces of equipment, raw materials and intermediates, utilities and production time resources. In order to ensure that any resource incorporated in the design can be used as efficiently as possible, detailed considerations of plant scheduling must be taken into account at the design stage.
All formulations for design and scheduling of batch processes can be classified into two groups based on the time representations. Examples of discrete time formulations are found in Grossmann and Sargent (1979) ; Barbosa-Póvoa and Macchietto (1994) . Grossmann and Sargent (1979) solved the problem of optimal design of sequential multiproduct batch processes as a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem. Barbosa-Póvoa and Macchietto (1994) presented a detailed formulation of multipurpose batch plant design and retrofit based on the State-Task Network (STN) description and equally-spaced fixed event time representation proposed by Kondili et al. (1993) . More recently Xia and Macchietto (1997) presented a formulation based on the variable event time scheduling model of Zhang and Sargent (1996) and used a stochastic method to solve the resulting non-convex MINLP problems. Ierapetritou and Floudas (1998a,b) proposed a novel continuous-time mathematical model for the general short-term scheduling problem of batch, continuous and semicontinuous processes. In this paper, we extend the formulation to address the problem of integrated design, synthesis and scheduling of multipurpose batch plants.
Problem Definition

Given:
Product recipes (i.e., the processing times for each task at the suitable units, and the amount of the materials required for the production of each product); Potentially available processing/storage equipment and their ranges of capacities; Production requirement;
Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed The number, type and size of equipment items; A feasible operation schedule:
-The optimal sequence of tasks taking place in each unit;
-The amount of material being processed at each time in each unit;
-The processing time of each task in each unit;
So as to optimize a performance criterion, for example, the minimization of the capital cost or the maximization of the overall profit.
Process Recipe and Plant Superstructure Representations
We use the concept of State-Task Network(STN) proposed by Kondili et al. (1993) . Figure 1 gives an illustration of the STN description of a batch precess named KPS process. In addition to the product recipe, the information of potentially available pieces of equipment and their suitability for different tasks is used to construct a superstructure of the plant under consideration that includes all possible designs. For example, based on the KPS process recipe in Figure 1 and equipment data in Table 1 , we are able to establish a superstructure of the KPS plant, as shown in Figure 2 . Full connectivity of the processing units/storage vessels network is assumed.
Mathematical Formulation
To formulate the mathematical model, we require the following notation: Indices: i tasks; j units; s states; n event points representing the beginning of a task;
Sets:
I tasks; I j tasks that can be performed in unit (j); I s tasks that either produce or consume state (s); I p processing tasks; I t storage tasks; J units; J i units that can perform task (i); J t storage units; N event points within the time horizon; N l the last event point; S all involved states; S t states that can only be stored in storage units; e(j) binary variables to determine if unit j exists; s(j) size of unit j; wv(i,n) binary variables to assign the beginning of task (i) at event point (n); yv(j,n) binary variables to assign the utilization of unit (j) at event point (n); b(i,j,n) amount of material undertaking task (i) in unit (j) at event point (n); d(s; n) amount of state (s) being delivered to the market at event point (n); st(s,n) amount of state (s) at event point (n); t s (i; j; n) starting time of task (i) in unit (j) at event point (n); t f (i; j; n) finishing time of task (i) in unit (j) at event point (n).
Then the mathematical model involves the following constraints: Existence Constraints yv(j; n) e(j); 8j 2 J; n 2 N 
The objective is to minimize the capital costs of units minus profits due to product sales. Other performance criteria also can be incorporated easily.
We should note that due to the nonlinear models of processing time and capital cost, the resulting mathematical programming model is a nonconvex MINLP problem, which needs deterministic global optimization methods to determine the global optimal solution.
Computational Study
The above mathematical formulation is applied to an example taken from Xia and Macchietto (1997) . The process recipe, equipment data and plant superstructure are those we visited in a previous session (see Schweiger and Floudas (1997) , is used to establish and solve the resulting MILP/MINLP mathematical programming problems. The MILP problems are solved using CPLEX, a branch and bound method. Table 2 shows the results of the proposed formulation compared with the results found in literature. Xia and Macchietto (1997) transformed the formulation they presented into an alternative one without giving the necessary details of the transformation. In addition to the reported data of the transformed formulation, the corresponding data we obtain according to their original one are also presented here. It is shown that the formulation proposed in this paper has the following advantages: (i) It gives rise to a simpler mixed-integer optimization problem mainly in terms of a smaller number of binary variables. (ii) The optimal solution obtained corresponds to a better objective function value and consequently a better integrated design and scheduling strategy. (iii) The computational efforts required are significantly reduced, which makes it very promising to solve large-scale industrial problems.
Conclusions
In this paper, a continuous-time formulation is proposed for the design, synthesis and scheduling of multipurpose batch plants. A computational study is presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed formulation. The computational results are compared with those in literature and show that the proposed formulation results in smaller size MILP/MINLP mathematical models primarily in terms of binary variables and better objective values can be accomplished with significantly less computational efforts. 
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